Abstract-Quadrichromatic light-emitting diode (QLED) cluster is a four-color solid-state apparatus suitable for simultaneous illumination and communications. Unlike traditional red/green/blue (RGB) LEDs, its extra color provides not only one new wavelengthdivision multiplexing data channel but also better color quality in illumination. Taking full consideration of the high quality of color rendering index (CRI) requirement with tunable color temperature (CT), this paper investigates the constellation design of color shift keying (CSK) to maximize the minimum pairwise Euclidean distance (MED) for communication performance optimization. Beyond existing works, maintaining a high-level CRI with a specified CT complicates our design optimization problem. We propose to transform the CRI requirement into a set of linear constraints on one of the LED source composition while jointly incorporating the CT constraints. Both simulation results and prototype CSK communication testbed measurements based on commercial multicolor LEDs (LUMILEDS Luxeon C) illustrate that, under the same luminous flux and CT conditions, our proposed flux independent CSK constellation for QLEDs can significantly enhance the MED, bit error rate, and illumination color qualities.
switching capability also stimulates substantial research interest in its use for visible light communications (VLC) [2] . Through wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), VLC transceiver with multi-color LED naturally forms a color-space multiple input and multiple output (CMIMO) channels, which in turn can achieve multi-fold increase in channel capacity [3] [4] [5] when compared with single-color channel [6] .
We focus on the use of color shift keying (CSK) modulation, which is originally proposed in IEEE 802.15.7 [7] for transceiver with red/green/blue (RGB) LEDs. LED is an unipolar device with limited dynamic range [8] . Usually, driving such device with high PAPR signal would lead to severe nonlinear distortion and clipping noises [9] , [10] . Since CSK could be viewed as a single carrier (SC) WDM modulation, CSK modulation exhibits much lower peak-to-average ratio (PAPR) than discrete multitone or orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (DMT/OFDM) WDM modulation. Moreover, a carefully designed CSK constellation could mitigate the effect of nonlinear distortion. The transceiver design for CSK VLC is also simpler and less costly compared with DMT/OFDM WDM systems. Furthermore, since CSK can maintain a steady instantaneous luminance across each constellation, CSK-based VLC advantageously prevents intensity flicker and reduces potential inrush of device current.
The design of CSK constellation for RGB LEDs has been widely investigated. In [11] and [12] , billiards algorithms and interior point methods, respectively, were utilized for designing CSK constellations. In [13] , the authors have demonstrated a CSK VLC prototype with optimized constellation design for RGB LEDs, delivering a gain of 1-3 dB over standard 802. 15.7 constellations. The authors in [14] presented a novel design by jointly taking advantage of color and frequency domains with adaptive DC-bias on RGB LED-based communication systems. Authors in [15] also combined CSK with pulse position modulation (PPM) to improve efficiency.
Note that, in lighting technology, to improve the color qualities of white illumination light, quadrichromatic LEDs (QLED), usually with red/green/blue/amber (RGBA) colors, have been suggested as alternative to RGB LEDs [16] . Several works [17] , [18] have already revealed the tradeoff between CRI and luminous efficacy of white lights synthesized by no more than five primary colors. Further, the work in [19] utilized commercial multi-color LEDs to synthesize white lights. Meanwhile, with its extra wavelength in QLED, VLC performances are expected to improve significantly. For example, the work in [20] demonstrated 5.6-Gbps downlink data rate with DMT modulation using QLED. Also, the work in [5] updated the data rate to 8-Gbps by employing high-order CAP modulation and hybrid post equalizer.
In this work, we will focus on CSK constellation design for QLEDs. Several related works have already appeared. In [21] , metameric modulation is proposed by using D > 3 wavelength LEDs to transmit multiple lighting states that are indistinguishable to human perception of illumination but are distinguishable to photo detectors (PD). In [10] , an enhanced CSK modulation scheme using QLED is proposed and the CSK constellations were designed directly on the chromaticity diagram.
We note that it is possible to simply extend the constellation design approaches used for RGB LEDs for QLEDs [22] . Nevertheless, such naïve approaches fail to address the important question regarding how to jointly maximize the MED of constellation for communication quality while maintaining the high color quality for illumination. In particular, the color rendering index (CRI) of white light generated by QLED should be considered for optimization. In fact by Grassmann's law [23] , when the number of wavelength is greater than three, we now have a set of feasible operating points instead of only one point to map to a specified color temperature (CT). Hence, we will choose the best CSK constellation among these operating points for QLEDs. On the other hand, integration of the CRI constraint in CSK design can substantially complicate the design complexity [24] , since the existing formulations of CSK design for RGB LEDs could not directly accommodate the complex CRI constraint. For the aforementioned reasons, few works have studied this design problem. In this work, our major contributions lie in the design optimization of CSK constellations under the physical constraint of tunable color temperature, flexible luminous flux, as well as the guarantee of high color quality of CRI.
In Section II, we provide essential background information on the basics of illumination lighting. We formulate the design problem by establishing the CMIMO channel model. In Section III, we first reformulate the CT and CRI constraints for QLED to a set of linear constraints with disjoint convex sets. We then utilize iterative method to obtain the optimized constellations. Section IV will present both comprehensive numerical and experimental performance comparisons between commercial QLEDs and RGB LEDs before concluding in Section V.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION FOR CSK CONSTELLATION DESIGN WITH QLED
In this section, we first briefly review some basic information with respect to illumination engineering. We will investigate the multi-color VLC channel model before presenting the design problem formulation,
A. Metamerism and Color Rendering Index
Assume the spectral power distribution (SPD) of a light is ϕ(λ). Human visual response of ϕ(λ) can be described in terms of tri-stimulus values vector a ϕ in CIE XYZ color space [25] , which are given as
wherex(λ),ȳ(λ) andz(λ) are color matching functions for red, green and blue primary colors, respectively. On the other hand, point in CIE XYZ color space can also be translated to CIE XYY color space, where (x ϕ , y ϕ ) is the corresponding coordinate and L is the luminous flux. The temperature of an ideal blackbody radiator is defined as the color temperature. To generate the white light associated with a specified CT, the color coordinates of the white light must be matched to that point a CT on blackbody curve on the chromaticity diagram.
Consider the case for which there are L primary-color LEDs. Driven by the maximal permitted current of each color LED chip, the SPD of l-th primary color is ϕ l (λ). The collection of tri-stimulus values vector of ϕ l (λ) (l = 1, . . . , L) is a 3-by-L matrix A tv , e.g., the l-th column is the tri-stimulus values vector of ϕ l (λ). Assuming the following color matching equations are feasible
we can obtain a percentage of luminous flux vector i
T for L primary-color LEDs, which synthesizes the same apparent color a CT .
On the other hand, the effect of metamerism indicates that the reverse mapping from color coordinates a CT to SPD is generally not unique, which means that lights with different relative SPDs could have the same apparent color. However, qualities of those lights are generally not the same. Color rendering index is a quantitative measure of the ability of an illumination source to faithfully reveal the colors of various objects in comparison with an ideal or natural light source. CRI is the function of illumination SPD, and the procedure of CRI calculation is rather complex [24] . In this paper, we will refer the general color rendering index R a to CRI.
Note that, when the number of primary color L > 3, the solution of (2) is not unique. This is why our proposed QLED device has the ability to tune R a while maintaining a specified CT. Fig. 1 illustrates a typical CSK transceiver. For a multi-color LED based white light VLC system, color-mixing lens are necessary to provide good color uniformity with high luminous output. The front end of multi-color receiver comprises photodetectors (PD), low-noise amplifiers, and the associated optical filters. Due to the non-ideal bandpass and the partial overlap of wavelength of emitted colors, the optical channel actually can be described as a 4-by-4 color-space multiple inputs and multiple outputs channels H.
B. CMIMO Channel Model With QLED
Let φ be the angle of irradiance of QLED and ψ be the angle of incidence of multi-color receiver, respectively. Then, T (φ) is the gain of color mixing lens and L(ψ) is the gain of optical lens. Let A be the receiving area of the PD receiver, Ψ be the multi-color receiver's field of view (FOV), and d denote the distance between QLED and multi-color receiver, respectively. The order of Lambertian emission is given by
where Φ 1/2 is the semi-angle at half optical power of LED. Furthermore, suppose F i (ψ, λ) is the gain of i-th color filter with respect to incidence angle ψ and wavelength λ,φ j (λ) is the SPD of j-th color LED driven by the maximal permitted current, R o (λ) is the intrinsic responsivity of PD receiver at wavelength λ.
Therefore, when 0 ≤ ψ ≤ Ψ, the element of H induced by j-th incident color through i-th color receiver 1 is
otherwise [H] ij = 0.
C. Problem Formulation
As shown in Fig. 1 , binary data are converted to N -by-1 vector x for transmission. Then x is mapped to one of 4-by-1 QLED CSK constellationss i (the constellation optimized at some luminous flux), where i ∈ {1, . . . , M = 2 N }. To meet the dimming requirement, the percentage of luminous flux vector s i eventually controls the QLED driver, which is obtained by multiplyings i to a common dimming factor γ ≥ 0 as in
where 1 M denotes a M -length all one column vector. Let I 4 be the 4 × 4 identity matrix and let ⊗ denote the Kronecker product. Since all constellation points {s i } are equiprobable, the constellation centroid (the average of constellation points) can be written as 1 Since both QLED cluster and multi-color receiver are assumed to be assembled in a compact package, and the distance between transmitter and multi-color receiver is much larger than either the physical size of QLED cluster or multicolor receiver, both QLED cluster and multi-color receiver could be viewed as points, respectively. as long as the data rate is high enough, the apparent color of illumination is determined by the constellation centroid. Therefore, in light of the color matching requirement (2), the tri-stimulus values vector of the apparent light a CT is linked with the constellation centroid in the form of
Note that despite the luminous constraint on the average constellation in (6) , CSK design requires that each constellation also has a constant luminance to prevent potential flicking in illumination. Specifically, these requirements can be captured by
where L is the target luminance flux, and [A tv ] i,: denotes the i-th row of matrix A tv in (2). As we know, the minimum pairwise Euclidean distance (MED) of symbols in the received signal space is quite different than that in color space, especially when the MED is distorted by CMIMO channels. Works by [10] , [25] indicate that intensity detection could achieve much better performance over chromaticity detection. Therefore, in this work, we shall focus on the MED of symbols in received signal space.
Following [14] , the difference between received i-th and j-th constellations can be expressed in the following compact form
where e i is the i-th column of I M . Finally, combining conditions in (4)-(7), the CSK constellation design could be formulated as
Luminance:
where β is the feasible target CRI value. Clearly, the constraints in (8b) are non-convex. Furthermore, according to [24] , since the CRI evaluation is very complicated, the region defined by (8e) is also generally non-convex. Therefore the problem in (8a)-(8f) is non-convex and difficult to solve efficiently. In the next section, we will try to overcome these difficulties one-by-one.
III. CSK CONSTELLATION DESIGN
In this section, we firstly numerically transform the complicated CRI constraint into linear constraints with a set of disjoint convex regions by jointly considering the CT constraint. We then adopt the method proposed in [26] to iteratively obtain the optimized constellations.
A. Reformulation of Lighting Constraints: CT and CRI
Observe the CT constraints (2) . Since the tri-stimulus value matrix A tv is 3-by-4, the solution for i falls in a one dimension space. Without loss of generality, partition vector i and matrix A tv as follows
where i 1:3 is the first three elements of vector i, and A 1:3 is the first three columns of A tv . Substituting these partitions into (2), we can obtain the solution of CT constraint in (2) as
where α is the freedom scalar which may assume any value so long as 1 i 0.
Following [24] , the color rendering index R a is determined by the illumination light SPD, which is shaped by the percentage of luminous flux vector i for multi-color based illumination systems. Consequently, R a is also a function of α in (9) . Hence, the CRI constraint in (8e) is equivalent to finding the feasible region of α to qualify the minimum R a requirement,
where
Generally, as shown in (10), the feasible region of α comprises L α disjoint regions. However CRI constraint does not admit an analytical approach to obtain the feasible region of α. Instead, we can resort to numerical means for determining the feasible region of α. Several numerical examples will be elaborated in Section IV-B.
Finally, we have equivalently converted the constraints (11) and (13) to
T are defined in (15) , and α 1 , α 2 , · · · , α 2L α are defined in (10) . Clearly, for each connected interval of α ∈ C i where
is linear and convex.
B. Iterative CSK Constellation Optimization
Remember that, since the constraints in (8b) are non-convex, the problem defined in (8a)-(8f) is still NP-hard. To overcome this difficulty, we adopt the method in [26] .
Suppose that we have a feasible solution s (0) . The quadratic constraints in (8b) could be linearly lower-bounded as follows
Therefore, combined with (11) and considering one subregion α ∈ C i , i = 1, . . . , L α , the original optimization problem can be approximated by a convex one that could be solved efficiently, e.g., by CVX. 2 Since the optimal solution s and d min of convex problem are in fact suboptimal for the original problem (8a)-(8f), we can run the program based on multiple (e.g., 500) random selections of feasible solution s (0) and choose the best one as the result for subregion C i . The process is repeated for every subregion of α ∈ C i , i = 1, . . . , L α , before selecting the best result as the final solution s * and d * min .
(Algorithm Iterative CSK Constellation Optimization).
Initialization : α ∈ C l 4:
for m = 1 to 500 do 5:
Generate initial feasible solution s (0) randomly.
6:
Solve the following convex problem:
Set s (0) = s, go back 6 until d min converges. 8:
end for 11: end for
IV. NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH COMMERCIAL QUADRICHROMATIC CLUSTERS
In this section, using datasheets of commercial devices, we will first calculate the color-space MIMO channels formed by our proposed QLED transceiver. Then the feasible region of α, which linearizes the specified CT and CRI constraints, will be numerically evaluated. Finally, the performances of MED and bit error rate (BER) of the optimized CSK constellations are compared with the existing schemes of RGB devices under the same luminous flux and the same CT conditions.
A. Experimental Setup for Evaluation of QLEDs Color-Space MIMO Channels
Our simulations use commercially available QLED devices consisting of red, green, blue and amble colors. We chose from the LUXEON C Color product line (LUMILEDS) [29] . The maximum luminous flux of red, green, blue and amber of a single chip are 144 lm, 204 lm, 82 lm, and 122 lm, respectively. The corresponding semi-angles at half optical power Φ 1/2 are 162
• , respectively. We apply Si APD S5343 [30] by Hamamatsu as our PD model. The associated effective active area A is 0.78 mm 2 . With a concentrator, the FOV Ψ is 60
• . To eliminate the undesirable light, we adopt Semrock BrightLine single-band bandpass filters as our color filters. They are FF02-615/20-25 [31] , FF01-538/40-25 [32] , FF02-475/50-25 [33] and FF01-590/20-25 [34] , respectively. The transmission curves of optical filters are plotted in Fig. 2 . For better illustration, the measured relative SPD of four colors and the relative spectral response of APD are also plotted.
Assuming the angle of incident ψ = 0 • , the CMIMO channels could be evaluated by (4) . The corresponding normalized channel coefficients are listed in Table I . Clearly, due to the overlaps of SPD among QLED colors, the cross-talk among color-space channels can no longer be ignored.
It should be noted that the CMIMO channels in Table I depend highly upon QLED and the optical filters. Assuming the SPD of each color LED to be Gaussian [17] , we tune the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of each color from 30 nm to 40 nm, and denote them as QLED-30 and QLED-40, respectively. We can in fact use QLED-30 as RGB LEDs by disabling its amber color. Using this step, we can denote the resulting RGB LEDs from QLED-30 and QLED-40 as RGB-30 and RGB-40, respectively. We also assume that the luminous flux of each color chip are the Tables I and II: 1) The diagonal elements of QLED-30 are greater than their corresponding elements of QLED-40.
2) The crosstalk (the off-diagonal elements) of QLED-30 is less than their corresponding element of QLED-40. These results are due to our previous fairness requirement of the same luminous flux of corresponding single color. Therefore, the SPD of QLED-40 appears flatter than that of QLED-30 and the peak value of SPD of QLED-40 is less than that of QLED-30. Consequently, with the increase of FWHM, the CMIMO channels become less and less diagonally dominant.
B. Numerical Results of Feasible Region for α
According to (17) in Section III-A, given a CT, the associated CRI is a function of scalar α for QLED. Owing to the entangled relationship between α and R a , we need to numerically search the feasible region of α under the constraints of color quality, CT and CRI. The following curves in Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate how R a would vary with α for QLED-30 and QLED-40, respectively. Clearly, the α feasible region that R a ≥ β can be numerically obtained. Typically, the minimum CRI requirement β is at least 80 [35] .
Three concave-shape curves are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for three color temperature types, 3500 K (warm), 5000 K (natural), 6500 K (cool) white, respectively. We have three observations: 1) According to (9) , α is in fact the volume of amber color.
Consequently, R a associated with α = 0 is precisely the one achieved with RGB LEDs. Clearly, with the help of additional amber color, the achieved CRIs could be further improved for any of the three color types: warm, natural, and cool white. Hence, the additional color in QLED is critical for CRI improvement of polychromatic clusters. 2) When the number of wavelengths exceeds three, as long as the minimum CRI requirement β is reasonable, we generally have a set of operating points instead of only one point to map to a specified color temperature (CT). Suppose the required CRI is higher than 80, which is a common for workplace illumination and could be found generally in the data sheet of commercial LED [35] . The corresponding region of feasible α can be numerically determined as follows. For QLED-30: in the case of 3500 K, the feasible range of alpha is 0.0423 ≤ α ≤ 0.280; in the case of 5000 K, 0.0296 ≤ α ≤ 0.2600; whereas, for the case of 6500 K, 0.0501 ≤ α ≤ 0.2310. For QLED-40: in the case of 3500 K, the feasible range of alpha is 0 ≤ α ≤ 0.2670; in the case of 5000 K, 0 ≤ α ≤ 0.2689; whereas, in the case of 6500 K, 0 ≤ α ≤ 0.2477. Unless otherwise specified, we shall apply these alpha regions in the following simulations. 3) According to Figs. 3 and 4 , with the increase of FWHM, the achieved CRI is generally improved, and the feasible region of amble light also becomes larger. Since broader SPD of each primary color improves the continuity of the synthesized SPD which generally benefits the CRI.
C. The Minimum Euclidean Distance
In this part, we will investigate the MED performance of the optimized received constellations. Note that, the MED generally is a rather complex function of luminous flux L. To reveal the intrinsic of CSK constellation design, we will plot the luminous flux normalized minimum pairwise Euclidian distance (NMED) instead of MED directly: Tables I and II . Combined with the CRI results from the previous section, we find that broader FWHM achieves higher CRI but worse NMED, whereas narrower FWHM achieves lower CRI but better NMED. These results and observations demonstrate a To better illustrate the improvement of color qualities of QLED-30, the relative spectral power distribution of white light, generated for 16 CSK constellation under 60 lm and CT 5000 K, and the associated CRI value R a for QLED-30 and RGB-30 are shown in Fig. 7 , respectively. Clearly, QLED-30 obtains better CRI than RGB-30.
Next, we examine the MED performance by varying color temperature and constellation size at 60 lm in Figs. 8 and 9 for multi-color LED with 30 nm FWHM and multi-color LED with 40 nm FWHM, respectively. For all the tested constellation sizes in our simulation, the MEDs of QLED (QLED-30 and QLED-40) constellations outperform those of RGB (RGB-30 and RGB-40) constellations for CT from 3500 K to 6500 K. For high constellation size, simulation results show that the MED tends to remain steady from warm to cold color temperature. Thus, for a given luminous flux, CT adjustment does not noticeably impact the link performance. Also note that for all color temperatures from 3500 K to 6500 K, the MED performances of QLED-30 are always better than those of QLED-40. Since both cases fulfill the minimum CRI requirement, it makes sense for us to focus on QLED-30 henceforth in the following experiments. 
D. Luminous Flux Independent CSK Constellation Design
To better understand the NMED curve bend phenomenon in Figs. 5 and 6, the constellations of QLED should be illustrated by ignoring the coordinate of amble light, which projects 4-D constellations into 3-D constellations.
In Fig. 10(a)-(d) , blue points are the optimized 16 CSK constellations of QLED-30 at CT 5000 K. The red starts represent the constellation centroid, which satisfy all illumination requirements such as CT, CRI and luminous flux. In each sub-figure, an internal space S enclosed by bold lines represents the joint space confined by the luminous flux constraint (8d) and constellation amplitude constraints (8f), and the tilted planes on the boundary of S are obtained by setting the coordinate of amble light '0' and '1' in (8d), respectively. Note that, in Fig. 10(a)-(b) , there is only one tilted plane since the other one does not intersect with the space confined by (8f).
When the luminous flux is sufficiently small (L = 60 lm in Fig. 10(a) ), the optimized constellations tend to cluster closer and many of the constellation points would lie in the internal of S. With increasing luminous flux, the optimized constellations in fact would linearly expand as shown in Fig. 10(b) . Obviously, the linear expansion of constellations will enlarge MED linearly without modifying color qualities CT and CRI. When the luminous flux reaches L m , there is no more room for constellations to linearly expand. Consequently, constellation distribution would now have to change in order to accommodate higher luminous flux requirement. This effect is shown in Fig. 10(c)-(d) as most of constellation points would consequently lie on the boundary of S. Therefore, the MED increase from further increase of luminous flux would inevitably decrease as a result.
Finally, as long as the luminous flux of a multi-color LED stays below L m , a flux independent constellation can always be designed by optimizing the constellation pointss i , i = 1, · · · , M, defined in (5), at some low luminous flux. In this case, γ max , the maximum allowed value of dimming control factor γ, is therefore obtained by
whose value equals L m as long ass i is optimized at L = 1 lm. In addition, the red stars in Figs. 5 and 6 are our predicted L m .
Figs. 5 and 6 indicates that our predictions closely match our simulation results. When the demand of luminous flux exceeds L m , more multi-color LEDs should be employed and be turned on to guarantee that the luminous flux of each multi-color LED is less than L m , which also in turn contributes to each multi-color LED chip life expectancy.
E. Bit Error Rate Performance
In this section, to better demonstrate the effect of MED maximization, we numerically evaluate the bit error rate performance. Specifically, each frame of 4000 bits are encoded by an LDPC code of rate R = 2/3 for error correction. The code is constructed with the protograph [36] of the code in 802.16e [37] by applying the improved progressive-edge-growth (PEG) algorithm [38] . The LDPC-coded bits are then mapped to CSK constellation points based on the binary switching algorithm (BSA) [39] to minimize the BER.
To be consistent with our experimental validation, in the simulation, the symbol rate is set to 12 MHz. Therefore, the information rate of 4, 8 and 16 CSK are 12, 24 and 32 Mbps, respectively.
Next we define the energy per bit to noise ratio as
where σ 2 n is the noise variance that accounts for the averaged shot noise and circuit thermal noise [10] . This metric is common in BER performance evaluation for multi-channel systems and was also employed in [10] for QLED VLC performance evaluations.
For receivers to optimize BER performance, we adopt the maximum a posteriori (MAP) symbol detector to generate the soft input (likelihood-ratio) for the LDPC decoder. A standard sum-product algorithm (SPA) is employed, and the maximum iteration number of decoding is limited to 100. For simplicity, our proposed constellation design with QLED-30 is labeled as 'QLED'. And four existing constellation designs with multi-color LEDs are also considered as benchmarks for performance comparison:
1) The CSK constellation proposed by IEEE 802.15.7 [40] is denoted with 'IEEE defined RGB'. 2) The CSK constellation design proposed in [14] is denoted with 'RGB'. 3) The simple single carrier WDM scheme for QLED device is labelled as 'QLED SC WDM'. Specifically in this scheme, each color channel (wavelength) uses a standard PAM modulation. To generate a proper CT and CRI, the averaged intensity of each color should exactly match to the averaged intensity of its counterpart. At the same time, we scale the constellation of the 'QLED SC WDM' scheme to maximize its BER performance without violating the amplitude constraint. 4) The CSK constellation design proposed in [10] for QLED is labelled as 'QLED- [10] '.
1) BER Comparison with IEEE defined CSK Constellation:
Since the color space spanned by the IEEE defined RGB LEDs used in standard [41] is much wider than that spanned by our chosen QLED, to fairly compare with the performance of IEEE CSK constellations, we define a new QLED by adding 590 nm monochromatic amber light to IEEE defined RGB LEDs. This new QLED device will only be used in comparison with IEEE CSK standard. We synthesize the same apparent light using the new QLED (with the same tri-stimulus values) of IEEE CSK, and we further remove the CRI constraint (13) . The performance results are illustrated in Fig. 11 for 4, 8, 16 CSK constellations of colour band combination (CBC) 2 defined in [41] .
Our proposed QLED constellation designs outperform IEEE constellation by more than 1 dB gain at 10 −3 BER. From our analysis, the performance gain has two contributing factors: First, the IEEE constellations are directly designed on the chromaticity diagram while our proposed QLED constellation design is optimized in the received signal space; Second, with the help of the extra amble light channel the BER performance provides larger diversity gain. [14] From Fig. 12 , we observe that the BER performance of the optimized QLED constellation is clearly superior to that optimized for RGB LEDs, providing a 3 dB SNR gain at 100 lm 10 −3 BER due to 0.06 NMED gap shown in NMED Fig. 5 . Furthermore, still at 10 −3 BER, the constellation design for QLED under 100 lm is also 1.5 dB better than that design for QLED under 200 lm, which matches the NMED gap shown in Fig. 5 . Consequently, our proposed luminous flux independent CSK constellation can be employed and the luminance of each multi-color LED would not exceed L m . Similar performances are also observed in Figs. 13 and 14 for 8 CSK and 16 CSK, respectively. It should be noted that, in light of the small NMED gap between the constellation designed for both QLED and RGB LEDs, respectively, under 100 lm and those under 200 lm, the corresponding BER performance gap is also narrow. In Fig. 14 , the 'QLED SC WDM' scheme for QLED is also tested for comparison. Every color channel sends the 2-level PAM signal. It should be noted that despite the fact that the 'QLED SC WDM' scheme shares the same CT and CRI properties of illumination with our proposed 16 CSK scheme, our proposed CSK constellation maintains a steady illumination across the constellation, whereas the 'QLED SC WDM' scheme would suffer potentially from the intensity-flicking problem. Furthermore, our proposed 16 CSK modulation outperforms the 'QLED SC WDM' scheme by more than 1.5 dB for two different illumination cases.
2) BER Comparison With Constellation Design Proposed in
Our proposed CSK modulation benefits from two important facts:
1) CSK constellation could be viewed as a joint constellation design for 'QLED SC WDM' scheme. In our proposed algorithm, the target minimum pairwise Euclidean distance is always maximized (MED=11.94@100 lm and MED=23.24@200 lm), whereas the MED of 'QLED SC WDM' scheme is not optimized (MED=10.07@100 lm and MED=5@200 lm). 2) Our CSK symbol detector is a joint detector for CMIMO channel with MAP criterion, while the 'QLED SC WDM' scheme does not utilize the diversity provided by CMIMO channel as it treats crosstalk merely as noises. [10] : In this part, we will compare our proposed CSK design with the CSK constellation for QLED recently reported in [10] . Since our QLED spectra are quite different from those used in [10] , we decide to adopt the same QLED proposed in Fig. 5 of [10] for a fair comparison. Furthermore, our proposed constellation centroid will be set to the same as the one in [10] , whose the chromaticity values are (0.329, 0.332), which is close to day-light setting with CT = 6500 K. For the same reason as stated in Section IV-E1, we are unable to evaluate the CRI value for these QLEDs due to the lack of published spectrum information. Consequently, we did not enforce the CRI constraint (8e). We also adopt the CMIMO channel given by [10, eq. (13) ] to design our CSK constellation.
3) BER Comparison With CSK Constellation for QLED Proposed in
The BER performances are shown in Fig. 15 . Clearly, our proposed CSK constellation is able to achieve better BER performance than that from the proposed design of [10] . Moreover, as the constellation size increases, the BER performance gap grows quickly, from 0.1 dB to 1.1 dB at 10 −3 BER. From our analysis, the performance gain can be attributed to two sources: (1) The constellation design in [10] is directly operated on the chromaticity diagram, whereas ours are designed on received signal space. In Table III , NMEDs of both constellations are listed, respectively. We observe similar NMED gaps for both constellations. Thus, NMED is an important metric to optimize system performance. (2) Our design fully considers the channel effect. In other words, if the crosstalk in the CMIMO channel is stronger, the performance gap could grow larger.
F. Complexity Discussions
In this section, we will examine the complexity issues involved in CSK modulation. Generally speaking, the complexity in CSK modulation consists of two parts: complexity in constellation design and the complexity in symbol demodulation.
First, the 'QLED SC WDM' scheme is the least complex in CSK design and symbol detection, since its constellation design is independent for each color channel. Furthermore, the symbol detection for each color channel is also independent. On the other hand, the performance is the worst among comparison schemes.
Another low complex scheme is the class of the CSK constellation proposed in [10] and [41] . Since the constellation design operates on the chromaticity diagram, the solution is independent from the CMIMO channel experienced by signals. Consequently, as shown in Figs. 11-14 , the BER performance is inferior to that of our proposed CSK design. On the other hand, its symbol detection has the same complexity as that for our proposed CSK modulation when utilizing MAP detection and the joint detection-decoding principle.
Finally, similar to the CSK constellation design in [14] , our proposed CSK constellation design is more complex. Unlike the CSK designs proposed in [10] and [41] , we propose to maximize the MED of CSK constellation in the received signal space. Consequently, the CMIMO channel should be known or estimated before constellation design. Fortunately, unlike in RF systems, CMIMO channel of VLC is reasonably stable such that frequent channel state information (CSI) feedbacks would be unnecessary. As discussed in Section II-B, usually the line-ofsight (LOS) channels could well support high speed VLC system. Furthermore, the VLC CMIMO channel is mainly affected by the spectrum overlaps of LEDs and color filters. Therefore, we are able to design the entire set of our CSK constellations a priori once the model of QLED and color filter have been chosen, before activating one of the pre-designed constellations in realtime communications based on the channel conditions. Next, we would like to provide some numerical results on the complexity of proposed constellation design algorithm. There are three nested loops in our proposed constellation design.
The first loop from steps 2 to 11 sequentially scans CRI feasible regions. Since the original CSK design problem in (9)- (14) is non-convex, our proposed search in the third loop from steps 5 to 7 would only generate a sub-optimum result. Therefore, randomly enumerating the initial point of the convex optimization (the 4th step) in the second loop is necessary and helpful. Usually, a large number of random trials can help identify a good solution. Fig. 16(a) demonstrates the variation of the maximal MED with respect to random initialization trials.
Clearly, after 50 random trials, the result of the maximum MED search is quite steady. Thus in practice, we suggest that 50 trials would be desired.
The third loop is for the linear low-bound approximation in (12) . The convex optimization should be implemented enough times to allow MED to approach the maximal value. In Fig. 16(b) , the effect of the iteration number for the third loop is illustrated. Usually, 5-10 iterations are enough to achieve convergence to near optimality. In addition, the worst-case complexity of step 6 (a second-order cone programming (SOCP) [26] ) in our proposed iterative CSK constellation optimization is
where M is the constellation size of CSK modulation.
G. Experimental Results and Discussions
To better verify the performance of our proposed CSK constellation, we will experimentally measure the BER performance with our multi-color VLC testbed.
As shown in Fig. 17 , we used the Xilinx FPGA platform to carry out signal processing. The LDPC encoder and the method of coded bit mapping are identical to those adopted in numerical simulations described in Section IV-A. Furthermore, key devices such as QLED, color filters and APD, are also identical to those used in our numerical simulations. The distance between the transmitter and receiver is set to 80 cm.
First, the measured frequency responses for red/green/ blue/amble color LEDs are shown in Fig. 18 . Clearly, to fully eliminate the impact of inter-symbol interference, we limit the symbol rate up to 12 MHz, which is much less than the minimum 3 dB bandwidth (18 MHz) of four colors. It should be noted that our measured bandwidth is without pre-equalization.
At the receiver, the data from 4 wavelength channels are sampled and stored by our testbed for off-line processing and error performance evaluations. The overall CMIMO channel is estimated and described in Table IV . Clearly, our measured CMIMO channel is not same as those in our Table IV which was used in our numerical stimulations. Such differences might be caused by the parameter mismatch of color-mixing lens and receiving lens, the misalignment of the angle of incident, or the crosstalk in electrical signals, among others. Nevertheless, once the CMIMO channel is measured, the CSK constellation could be designed off-line and is stored in both transmitter and receiver for communication.
CSK constellations of sizes 4, 8 and 16 for QLED and TLED are listed in Tables V-VII, respectively. All of them are designed with the same constraints: CT = 5000 K and L = 100 lm. For QLED, the additional constraint CRI ≥ 80 is also included. Accordingly, the information data rate are 16 Mbps, 24 Mbps and 32 Mbps, respectively.
In Fig. 19 , we demonstrate the measured BER performances for the constellation given in Tables V-VII, respectively. The E b /N 0 is precisely tuned by digitally adjusting the signal output amplitude from D/A. Similar to our numerical simulations described in the previous section, our experimental results verified that the CSK constellation for QLED outperforms those designed for TLED. Furthermore, the BER performance gap grows with an increasing constellation size.
In Fig. 20 , our experimentally measured BER performance, labelled as 'measured', is also compared with two simulated BER performances for QLED device. Specifically, the first simulated BER performance, labelled as 'theoretical CMIMO', is for the theoretical CMIMO channel (in Table I ), which has already been shown in Figs. 12-14 , respectively, for 4 CSK, 8 CSK and 16 CSK constellation. The second simulated BER performance, labelled as 'measured CMIMO', is for the measured CMIMO channel (in Table IV) with the associated constellation  in Tables V-VII, respectively. Clearly, the gap between our measured BER performance and the simulated BER performances are no more than 0.5 dB. Although our measured CMIMO channel is not same as the theoretical CMIMO channel, the simulated BER performances with measured CMIMO channel are slightly better than those results with our theoretical CMIMO. Since the diagonal elements of our measured CMIMO channel are larger than the corresponding elements in the theoretical CMIMO channel. Finally, based on our measurements, we conclude that our experimental tests could validate the performance of our proposed CSK constellation design.
It should be noted that our current CSK data rate is relative low, e.g., no more than 32 Mbps. The data rate of our experimental VLC testbed could be further improved through following schemes:
1) Bandwidth Extension: Our LED bandwidth is 18 MHz. To extend the bandwidth, we could employ the pre-equalization method proposed in [42] . The reported bandwidth is extended to 66 MHz. 2) Larger Constellation Size: In our simulations, the constellation size is at most 16. We could improve our data rate by utilizing 64 CSK or larger constellation size.
3) Increasing Signal Noise Ratio:
Although we could enhance the data rate by increasing constellation size, the BER performance is also limited by the SNR of received signal. Higher SNR can lead to higher data rate by levering stronger transmit power amplifiers. 4) Better Receivers: More sophisticated receivers allow the transmitter to utilize much wider bandwidth (e.g., 10 dB bandwidth). The cost is the complexity of the receiver algorithm.
V. CONCLUSION
This work investigates a CSK constellation design for the new quadrichromatic LED chips by jointly considering various illumination qualities, such as color temperature, color rendering index and luminous flux in practical VLC applications. Our proposed algorithm tackles the original design problem by numerically linearizing the CT and high complicated CRI constraints. We maximize the minimum pairwise Euclidean distance to iteratively obtain good CSK constellation designs for commercial grade multi-color LED chips. Our MED performance results indicate the existence of a luminous flux independent constellation design for QLED. Under the same luminous flux and CT constraints, our proposed CSK constellation substantially improves the resulting MED and BER performances over RGB based CSK systems. Moreover, our solution can deliver truly high luminous color quality and can also prolong LED life expectancy. 
